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Pre-K & Kindergarten 

 Yelani Verdeja! (Pre-K) Yelani loves to sing and has great showmanship! She is a sweet addition to our music classroom. 

Way to go! ~E. Antenangeli  

 Callie Fiacco! (Pre-K) Callie is a star student for always looking out for her classmates. ~L. Duke  

 Brianna Castro! (Kinder) Brianna is brilliant and a hard working student! She started to read fluently and now she is a 

curious little mind. Muy bien Brianna! ~M. Rodriguez Molina  

 Kimberly Sanchez! (Kinder) Kimberly is very neat, her drawings are beautiful and she is always willing to share her 

crayons with the best smile! Thank you for your kindness Kimberly! ~M. Rodriguez Molina  

 Korabella Lara! (Kinder) Korabella is a great friend, hard worker, and has a great personality. I love how respectful 

she is and how silly she can be. She is a great addition to our class and our school. ~B. Rodriguez  

 Keaton Szarmach! (Kinder) Keaton is such a funny little man and he knows when to be silly and when to be serious. He 

makes the days enjoyable. I love that he has such a good attitude and always works hard. He is a Northside shining 

star! ~B. Rodriguez  

First Grade 

 Logan Burns! Logan used great manners and took turns with conversation during lunch bunch! ~L. Duke 

 Thomas White! Thomas brightens the day when I see him with his big smile. ~L. Duke 

 Colton Fiacco! Colton is a Star Student because he used great manners and took turns with conversation during lunch 

bunch! ~L. Duke  

 Kymani Hines! Kymani has been doing a great job learning new strategies with Ms. Duke! ~L. Duke  
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 Adelyn Medina! Adelyn did an excellent job interviewing guests during Career Week. ~L. Duke  

 John Roark! John helped me during his classroom guidance lesson. Thank you for your help! ~L. Duke  

 King Reece! King is a star student for using great manners every time I talk to him. ~L. Duke  

 Melany Estrada! Melany did an excellent job interviewing Mr. Armstrong for Career Week. ~L. Duke  

 Evan Brayfield! Evan is a star student because he used great manners and took turns with conversation during lunch 

bunch! ~L. Duke  

 Rocky Taylor! Rocky did an excellent job interviewing speakers for Career Week. ~L. Duke  

 Caleb Clark! Caleb is a star student because he used great manners and took turns with conversation during lunch 

bunch! ~L. Duke  

 Tyson Gilkey! Tyson helped me during his class guidance lesson! Thank you for being so helpful Tyson! ~L. Duke 

 Jade Johnson! Jade did an excellent job interviewing Mr. Armstrong for Career Week. ~L. Duke 

 Benjamin Rodriguez! Benjamin is a star student because he used great manners and took turns with conversation 

during lunch bunch! ~L. Duke     

Second Grade 

 Mackenzie Hynson! Although Mackenzie has not been at Northside for long, she has made the effort to work very 

hard in my class and I truly appreciate her. Thank you Mackenzie for being a part of our class family! ~A. Boylan 

 Alexis Huerta Duran!  Alexis has been working hard the last several weeks to do his best in music class. He comes in 

and tells me he’s going to do a good job, and he follows through on his word! I have really enjoyed seeing the progress 

in his behavior and his learning. Great job, Alexis! ~E. Antenangeli  

 Morgan Hynson! Morgan has really been trying to complete all work with accuracy and focus this week. Thank you 

Morgan. ~T. Blackburn  
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 Alexander Torres! Alexander is a bright student and a quick learner who works well with his classmates in group work. 

~B. Kimery 

 Corbin Knepper! Corbin sets an example for the rest of the class when he comes to school. He always follows 

directions and he has learned so much! ~B. Kimery 

 Diana Zavala! Diana is always following directions and trying her hardest in everything she does. Thank you Diana. ~T. 

Blackburn   

 Jayleigh Ozan! Jayleigh comes to tutorials and works very hard. She comes in ready to learn every day. I appreciate 

Jayleigh and her strong work ethic. ~A. Boylan  

Third Grade 

 Adrian Venegas! Adrian has been pushing hard in all of his classes, by showing his work and using his strategies. Keep 

up the great work Adrian! ~C. Jancauskas  

 Henry Granados! Henry works hard on everything he does. He is a great friend to others and always models good 

behavior. Keep up the good work Henry! ~A. Ricketts  

 Cecylle Tellez! Cecylle has been working hard in math and reading. She has been showing all of her work and using all 

of her strategies. Way to go Cecylle! ~C. Jancauskas  

 Alexa Heguia! Alexa is a kind friend. She works very hard and always helps her peers! ~A. Green  

 Jovany Medina! Jovany is a super sweet friend. He is always helping his classmates. Jovany works extremely hard in 

math class every day and always participates in class discussion. ~D. Bashor  

 Daniela Aparicio! Daniela always has a positive attitude about learning and towards her peers. She is a joy to have in 

class. Keep up the good work Daniela. ~A. Ricketts  
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Fourth Grade 

 Jesse Sumrall! Jesse is always coming to my classroom with a desire to learn. He tries his hardest and refuses to give 

up and his effort shows. Great job Jesse! ~M. Smith  

Fifth Grade 

 Alex Leija! Alex showed a new side of himself last week during tutorials. He was partnered with a 4th grader he 

doesn’t know, and I was so happy to see the way they worked together. Alex displayed a tremendous amount of 

patience and kindness with the other students. He listened to the other student’s input, helped him with spelling, and 

kept a good attitude the whole time. Alex didn’t complain about, or show any negativity towards, the situation. I am 

beyond proud of Alex and what I witnessed! ~E. Antenangeli  

 DaKoda Turner! Dakoda has always been a kind and reliable student. DaKoda started off with me as a quiet 2nd 

grader, and has transformed into a strong leader with a fierce and awesome personality. She faces challenges head on 

and helps those around her do the same. I am amazed at her growth, especially in this last year. I know DaKoda will go 

on to do great things! ~E. Antenangeli  

 Osvaldo Gutierrez! Osvaldo is a motivated student who is dedicated to his studies and is always willing to help his 

classmates. I enjoy his presence in my class. ~M. Delgado  

 Maria Beltran! Maria has made so much growth this year as a leader with her peers. She is consistently setting a good 

example of high expectations by working hard on her academic work. We are so happy to see the strides she has made 

this year. ~R. Blunt  

 Phillip Bazan! Phillip has grown and matured by leaps and bounds this year. He has really come out of his shell and is 

really giving his best effort. I could not be prouder of him. ~K. Brown  


